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rnalism
A Virginia woman is awarded
$500,000 after losing her lesbian
partner in the terrorist attack on
the Pentagon. Opinion editor
Severo Avtla applauds the decision and encourages more of the
same.

page nine
The Racers beat Tennessee State for their
second-consecutive Ohio
Valley Conference win
Monday night.
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Jury finds Turner guilty of
second-degree manslaughter
by Marcl Owen
news t'<.htor

Smokers must learn to cope with increasing
restrictions on smoking in public areas.
by Adam L MathJs
wir<.• editor

Across the nation. new policies are pushing smokers fanher
and f.1.rther away from where
others work and play.
Many institutions, including
some colleges. have not only
eliminated indoor smoking
arl!aS, but banned smoking within a certain distance around public buildings.
While medical evidence from
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention does suggest
that secondhand smoke is dangerous, Murray State is not considering prohibiting smoking
around the perimeter of campus
buildings, said David Wilson,
i11terim Housing director.
"If you do that, you have to
provide (smoking) areas," Wil·
son said.
However, there may be :;orne
merit to moving smokers away
from campus buildings. Linda
Peterson, senior scientific advis·
er for the CDC, said many
smokers
congregate
by
entr.mces. exposing nonsmokers
to cigarette smoke.
"While we can' t say that
those programs definitely have a
big effect on changing the actual use of tobacco, it's the one
thing we can recommend
be1..-ausc of the health eftects to
other people," Peten;on said.

Represenratives from Allria when left unattended or dumped
Group lnc., formerly Phillip into garbage cans.
Morris Companies Inc., and
Don Robertson, vice presiBrown & Williamson declined dent of Sllldent Affairs, said
to comment because of compa- there also were incidents of cigny policies prohibiting inter- arette smoke activating fire
views with student newspapers. alarms in the residential colAt the beginning of the cur- leges.
rent academic year. Murray
Because of an increase in onState discontinued designated campus living, housing officials
smoking floors. Students are had less flexibility in creating
cwrently not allowed to smoke homogeneous smoking floors,
anywhere within the residential Wilson said. There also were
colleges.
clifficulties with roommate
1bis type of policy is St.-en in .........assignmenlS between smokers
many Kentucky colleges, such and nonsmokm.
as Northern Kentucky Universi"We could not grant a lot of
ty, where ~moking is prohibited (room) requests because it
within all campus buildings.
would be hard to put a smoker
While no particular incident and a nonsmoker together,"
brought about the new policy, Wilson said.
Wilson said health, safety and
This decision came during a
administrative concerns prompt- period of steady decline in the
ed the change.
number of .smokers nationwide.
Because of the coeducational Matt Sones, a COC spokesperresidential-coUege system, Wit- son, said the nunlber of 18- to
son said male and female smok- 24-year-old smokers is down
ing lloors could not both be from 27.9 percent in 1999 to
located on the upper floor.; of 26.8 percent currently.
the residential colleges. This led
"This particular age group
to complaints from resident<; liv- tends to smoke at higher rates
ing above smoking floors.
than (the) general population as
"We would get complaints a whole," Sones said. ''ll
rrom the people above a srnok- appears the 18- to 24-year-old
ing floor that they would smell age group ha'l been making that
smoke in their room and com- much progress downward.''
plain they were getting sick and
Josh Rose. president of the
not feeling well,'' Wilson said.
Residential College AssociaWilson also said cigarettes tion, was unavailable for composed a safety risk, especially ment.

Despite previous hesitations
about allowing freshmen to participate in Rush, Murray State's
Interfraternity Council reported
above-average academic performance for freshmen pkdges.
The overall average GPA for
male freshmen last fall was
2.19. IFC President Jon Wright
said only one fraternity ' s fresh·
men pledge group finished
below the average.
"The 2. I 9 becomes the
benchmark for the next freshmen pledge class," Wright said.
"Chapters not meeting the standards arc put on probation and

can be prohibited from accept·
ing freshmen.''
In !.pring 2002. the average
GPA for male freshmen was
2.56. The 2.19 average last fall
was a decline Wright said could
be mistakenly attributed to the
inclusion of freshmen in Rush
activities.
"lne administration wanted
to sec if the decline was
be<.·ause of the freshmen Rush."
Wright said. "After looking
into it. they found that the 2.56
was an anomaly. [t was higher
than usual."
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said it
docs not appear that change~ to
Rush lowered GPAs.

"We're looking at it and analyzing it to try and determine
the reason for the drop."
Robenson said. "We arc not
really sure right now. but it
would appear that joining
Greek organizations did not
negatively impact freshmen
(GPAs).':
The initial decision to allow
fre~hmen to Rush was implemented a week before the fall
200 I semester.
"About a week before fall
200 I, Sigma Pi made a resolution to allow freshmen to
Rush," Wright said. "We (IFC)
did a study of it among the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
schools and Kentucky schools

IFC FRESHMEN GPA
MALE FRFSHMEN TERM GPA: 2.19
PmKAPPA TAU

SIGMA PI
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stillbirth or live binh.
"His diagnostic was the
baby cried, and everybody
said that was never told to
him. and that wasn't in evidence,'' Glover said. "We
asked the judge to admonish
the jury that he cannot base
bls opinion on a fact (that)
doesn't exist. The judge
declined to do that admonishment, and I think that
was an error.''
Commonwealth Attorney
Gale Cook said she was
gratified the jury believed
the baby was born olive and
that they saw it was Turner's actions that led to the
death of the child.
"I believe our evidence
showed the baby was born
alive, and the jury believed
that," Cook said. "I don't
know if 'pleased' is the
right word, but yes. I'm
happy with the verdict. I'm
satisfied."
Glover also said he was
unhappy with Cook's decision to include the lesser
offenses in jury instruc-

tions.
"It should have been murder or nothing, just like last
time," Glover said. "If
you're not going to have the
courage to stick to your
COnVICtiOnS,
then you
should be negotiating. l
think they clearly knew that
if they didn't have the
lessees, we•d either have a
hung jury or an acquittal
right now."
Glover said the counsels
never discussed the lesser
charges in negotiations.
"We'd been talking murder or not guilty all along,"
Glover said. "That was the
basis for the lirst trial. I
thought that was the basis of
(Cook's) opening state·
ment. and the way she tried
the entire case.
"If you're going to ask for
the lcssers, you should be
negotiating and save the
(taxpayers) a lot of money.
The only offer we ever
received was 20 years on
murder, which is 17 years to
the parole board.•·

Although Angelita Turner, a former Murray State
student, was not found
guilty of murder. a sevenman, five-woman jury did
believe evidence was sufficient to prove she was
responsible for the March
200 I death of her newborn
in a Hart College room.
After more than two hours
of deliberation, jurors found
Turner guilty of second·
degree manslaughter Tuesday in Calloway County
Circuit Court. The jury recommended she receive a 10year sentence, the maximum
allotted for the conviction.
Turner's first trial resulted
in a hung jury.
Since manslaughter is a
nonviolent felony, Turner
will be eligible for parole
this April after serving 20
percent of her sentence.
However, she could be eligible sooner if the judge does
not agree with the jury's recommended sentence.
Defense attorney Tom
Glover said he will ask
Judge Dennis Foust to give
Turner probation when she
is sentenced March 10.
While Johnnie Turner.
Angelita Turner's grandmother, wa.c1 happy to see
her granddaughter's second
trial come to a close, she
said she was disappointed in
the verdict.
A witness in the trial,
Johnnie Turner said it wa<;
especially difficult
to
remain outside the counroom, knowing her granddaughter was on trial for
murder in the next room.
'This is something I had
to do," she said. "I wanted it
done, and I'm glad it's
over."
Karri Wurth/The News
Glover, who plans to
appeal on several grounds, During his closing argument Thesday, defense attorney Tom Glover points to a
said there is a gOQd chance picture of t he blood-soaked towel in which Angelita Thmer's baby was found.

Freshmen pledges report fall GPAs
by Seth Combs
.-;ruff writer

the case will be seen again.
Glover said Foust's limitations on the questioning of
Dr. Mark l.cVaughn, who
performed the autopsy. were
unwarranted.
LeVaughn
was fired from his position
at the West Kentucky
Regional Forensic Center in
Madisonville without explanation shortly after the first
trial.
Glover :said he also
believes there was an
improper striking of an
African-American juror.
·'There's a pattern that
seems to be forming," he
said. ''That's the second
trial in a row that there's
been only one AfricanAmerican, and both times
they were struck by the
prosecutor."
Glover said he had a
motion to admonish the jury
because LeVaughn based
his diagnosis on a fact that
was not in evidence, which
would be particularly crucial since the case weighed
on disagreements between a

by sending out surveys.''
Wright said the IFC sent out
75 surveys to schools throughout the region. Of the 45
responses. Murray State was
one of only four colleges without a freshmen Rush.
"We found out we were kind
of behind the times," Wright
said. "We were the only school
in Kentucky and the OVC not
taking freshmen."
Wright said although freshmen Rush was a success, there
are always improvements to be
made.
"We can always improve our
marketing," Wright said. "The
card system we used this fall
failed miserably. We're also
thinking about the possibility of
busing them around so they can
get a better introduction to each
chapter."
Wright said he also would
like to see other improvements
in the Greek system intended to
help freshmen with academic
problems.
"I think a more one-on-one
approach would be better able
to assess the individual weaknesses of the freshmen.''
Wright said. "You can stick
them in the library for 10 hours
a week. but that isn't necessarily going to do any good."

Preliminary enrollme~t estimates
show increase from last spring
assbtant news editor

The final enrollment for fall 2002 was
9,920 students. A number of factors deter-

Preliminary estimates of Murray State's
spring enrollment have placed the number
of students at 8.465, up from 8,248 last
year at the same time. The estimate represents a 2.5· pcrcent increase from last
spring.
Although estimates are completed, the
number will change from day to day
because of students dropping classes or
withdrawing, said Jim Vaughan, assistant
vice president for Enrollment Management.
"The number is quite dynamic," Vaugh·
an said. "It will fluctuate every day and
will eventually settle down by Feb. 15.''
An initial estimate is due to the Council
on Postsecondary Education on Feb. 15. A
final e::;timate is due March 5. Estimates
include students attending off-campus
centers in Hopkinsville. Paducah and Henderson, as well as students who have not
completed high school, undergraduates
receiving only post-baccalaureate credit
and graduate nondegree students.
Although the numbers are lower than
the fall 2002 semester. spring enrollment
has not moved outside expectations.
·
Vaughan said.
''Spring semester always has lower
numbers than the fall , but normal growth
for both fall and spring has remained at
around 2 percent," Vaughan said.

mine the difference between fall and
spring enrollment. said Vice President of
Student Affairs Don Robertson.
"Midyear graduation has a lotto do with
it. More students are graduating in
December than we have new students
coming in," Robertson said. "Despite
retention effons, some students simply
leave."
Both Vaughan and Robertson o;aid
enrollment goals are still being met and
will continue to grow.
"Our enrollment goals arc really based
on the fall semester. We expect growth at
around 2 to 3 percent a year," Vaughan
said. ··our estimate for next year is around
I 0.200 studenL'i."
Robertson said the enrollment goal has
hovered around 10,000 students for some
time.
"We're comfortable with that, but we
don't necessarily want to stop there,"
Robenson said. "We're close to that goal.
After that, expansion will be based on
strategic growth."
In addition to expansions such as a new
science building and future Wcllne:;s Center, the University also has a working list
of priorities. Robertson said.
"Reo;identlal facilities arc a high priority
(as enrollment increases)," Robertson
:-.aid. "There is a six-year plan, or wish list,
we have as long as funding is available."

by Seth Combs
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Food Services adds tax
by Melissa Kilcoyne
.staff writer
Students and faculty using
declining balance or cash for food
on campus may notice a price
hike.
In compliance with a revised
Kentucky statute, a 6-percem sales
tax is now charged on declining
balance and cash transactions.
The locations not in compliance
- Winslow Dining Hall, the Thoroughbred Room and Fast Track began charging sales tax when
school resumed Jan. 13.
William Benriter, Food Service:;
director, said he realized the three
locations were not in compliance
last fall but did not want to implement a new policy midsemester.
"We have to charge a sales tax
because otherwise the state will
take that money anyway," Bcnriter
said.
"The state requires sales tax on
food that is purchased, and we had
done that in most facilities,'' he

said. "Three were not in compliance, but we didn ' t wont to start in
the middle of the fall semester."
Amy Sasseen. external financial
reporter. said cash and decliningbalance tran<:actions fall under the
statute because on-campus food is
considered a "prepared" food .
"Any prepared food is taxable,
except for meal plans for students,'1 Sasseen said "With food
service. we just realized we had
not been taxing it. and it should
be.··
Jackie Dudley. director of
accounting and finance. said
declining-balance accounts are
taxable because they are available
to everyone and act as cash.
Benriter said all meal plans are
exempt from the sales tax, and if
students spend more than their
allotted amount in Fast Track or
the T-Room. they will not be taxed
on the remainder of their bill.
"The students have been fairly
good about it. but we've had some
faculty asking about it." Benriter

said.
Winslow Dining Hall Supervisor Vicki Hosford said students
asked questions the first few days
the policy was instituted but have
adapted to it. She has not noticed a
change in sales.
"The tirst few days, we had
quite a bit of negative feedback,
but it's calmed down now," Hosford said.
Valerie Telbukhovska. junior
from Ukraine, said the price is not
always constant. and she has trouble knowing how much she will
pay.
"The sum of the tax is different
sometimes," Telbukhovska said.
"It should be included in the price
so you would know the total."
Eleni Zanti, sophomore from
Cyprus, said she disagrees with
the tax and questions its relevance.
"If it's food from the school. I
don' t think it should be taxed."
Zanti said . "I think the prices
should be arranged, and the tax
should be already included."
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Greek organizations host retreat,
welcome Arkans~s State chapters
by Seth Combs
assistant new.s edito r
Murray State's Greek organi/.ntions hosted a ''Greek Retreat"
in conjunction with Arkansas
State University on Saturday and
Sunday.
Greek leaders from Arkansas
State met with Murray State
members to exchange ideas and
enhance leadership skills.
The event was planned with
the help of Shawn Smee. a Murray State graduate now working
as the assistant dean of students
at Arkansas State.
"We thought it would be a
good idea if they came up here,"
Interfraternity Council President
Jon Wright said. "About 60 people from leadership positions in
ASU's Greek system came to be
a part of the retreat."
National Panhellenic Council
President Richard Roland said
the retreat had one major goal.

"We really wanted to enrich
the Greek life at Murray State by
exchanging ideas,'' Roland said.
The retreat began 10 a.m. Saturday with guest speaker Patty
Hendrickson, who ~poke about
the importance of effective leadership in Greek organizations; a
round table was held during the
speech.
Arkansas State participants
auended the Racer's basketball
game against Eastern Kentucky
before attending individual fraternity functions Saturday night.
"We have 14 of the same chapters at Murray that they do at
ASU," Wright said. '"lndtvidual
chapters spent some tame together exchanging ideas."
Roland said the Arkansas State
students seemed to enjoy Murmy
"They loved it because it is a
small town," Roland said. "We
were able to really just sit back
and relax.'"
Several of Murray Sture's

Greek leaders s;aid they found
the experience rewarding.
··one of the main things. I
think. was the bond created
between the Panhellenic Council, the IFC and the National
Panhellenic Councal here at Murray," Wright said. "We had not
worked that closely together
before."
Roland agreed and said the
evem gave Greek relations a
boost.
"'We really improved the
camaraderie among the Greek
organizations here,'' Roland said.
"We found out that we all have
the same problems <Jnd we're not
really as different as we uJI think
we are."
The event concluded Sunday
at noon with possible plans for a
future gathering next year.
"We haven' t really made any
definite plans yet," Roland said.
'The NPHC is planning some
sort of retreat next year."

OPEN
Phone:
767-0486

Mon.

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS
AND STUDENTS:
The Murray State News is offering

advertisers an excellent way to display
vvhat their business or organization has
to offer Murray State University and the
surrounding community. Starting Feb. 7,
and running every two weeks, there will
be a special page in the new-spaper just
for these advertisers. These pages vvill
appear in the College Life section of our
paper and will emphasize some type of
special occasion.

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tues • Thurs.
10 ~.m. to 6 p.m.
Fri. &Sat
10 ~.m . to 8 p.m.

Fax:
753·7993

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine Lettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.
BRRR ... It's cold outside. Warm up with a pot of soup! Choose
from: 7 Bean & Barley, 9 Bean, Amish Friendship, Hearty, or
Harvest
mixes. GET ANTONIA'S RECIPE FREE!
Organic, Dietetic & Specialty Foods, Spices, Dried Fruits & Nuts,
Amish 'Cheese & Butter, Whole Grains & Flour, Ezekial Bread,
Organic & Custom Roasted Coffees.
FOODBASED SUPPLEMENTS • WHOLE SPECTRUM HERBS
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Hope Harbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

STUDENTSLOOKFORTHE
FOLLOWING SPECIAL PAGES IN
THE MURRAY STATE NEWS FOR
GREAT DISCOUNTS:

D IFFERENT S ERMONS

Using humor and Insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowing how to improve your home. your work. your life.
D IFFERENT M USIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology - all combined to worship an awesome God.
D IFFERENT R ELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.
Highway 94 East - Murray

,.., _ ...... 7 53-6695

Feb.7
F·e b. 21
March 7
March 21
April11
April25

Valentine's Day Page
Spring Breal< Page
Bridal/Wedding Page
Spring Page
Easter Page
Graduation Page
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Discover makeup made to suit your
skin tone, your style, even the
clothes you wear. Call me today for
a free makeover. We'll create a
look that's uniquely yours.
ANITA KAY CUNNINGHAM
Independent Senior Soles Director
489-2507 • 1268 Palmer Rd. ·
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cunninghomrocing@holmoil.com
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phone: 762-· i468
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Students need awareness
Our View
Issue:

What was your favorite
Super Bowl commercial?

America may be
facing a war
with Iraq in the
near future.
POSITION:

'"The zebras that
were doing
instant replay and
making fun of the
refs."
~-re

Students should
inform them-

selves and
become aware
of national and
inlcrnational
activity concerning possible

Allen

senior, Owensboro

hostilities.

"A black dude
put a dog on his
head because the
people were
saying, 'No pets
allowed.'"
Lamont Smith
junior, HiCkman

"The one with the
girl trying to get
out of the jungle
because she was a
celebrity."
Raiana Miller
junior, Louisville

"The beer
commercial
where the guy at
the bar pretends
to be Brad's date
to get the girl."

On

the

Jenny Hahn/Thn News
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m urray
~state
news
2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071·3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
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assoc1ate editor • 762·4468
Marci Owen
news editor • 762·4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor 762-4468
Kyser Lough
college life editor • 762·4480
Chris Jung
sports editor • 762-4481
Seth Frank
online ed1tor • 762·4468
Zachary Konkol
chief copy editor • 762·4468
Karr l Wurth
photo editor • 762-4468
Areia Hathcock
advertising manager • 762·4478
Joe Hedges
adv1ser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News" stnves to be the
University community's source tor lnforma·
lion.
Our goal is to present that Information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers n hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested in JOurnalism or other fields relat·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its editors should be free to develop
thelf own ed1tonaf and news pohcoes.
"The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and 1s an ofliciaf publica·
lion of Murray State University. Tho first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free .
Additional copies are avaolable for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Half ,
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entire nation would feel the effects,
Murray State included.
Have you thought of how your collegiate career will be affected? How
wrll your hometown and family be
affected?
Get informed, Murray State. Lcam
all you can about the country's activities. Expand you r knowledge of current events.
We encoura~e any student who has
constructive, mformed opinions on a
possible war with Iraq, or any other
pertinent {>Oiitical issue, to share
those opimons with others through
this medium.

"The Murray State News" welcomes your opinions through commentaries and letters to the editor. By
expressing your views, you invite
discussion and give others the opportunity to open their minds and gain
additional perspectives on issues that
affect all of us.

The staff editorial is the majoriry opinion of the editorial board of ''The Murray State News." The editorial board
is composed t~f all section l:ditors.

'Ultra' adds beer to low-carb diet
John

Sara Arment
senior, Mr. Vernon. Ill.

As the uneasy relations between
the United States and Iraq continue
to trudge along, it is time we fully
realize that war may be just around
the corner.
Are students aware of what this
means? Are we informed enough to
evaluate the {>Olitical and economic
climate in whtch we live?
There are many resources students
can use to become better informed of
our country's current political situation. Newspapers are excellent
resources, and American papers are
one place to start. Pick up a copy of
"USA Toda ," "The New York
Times" or "T~e Wall Street Journal."
These papers offer updated information on political, social and financial
matters affecting the nation and
world. They also provide comprehensive onlme editions if you do not
have access to the paper itself.
Magazines such as "Time" and
"Newsweek"
contain
wellresearched articles and columns that
are often extremely informative.
International newspapers also can
provide excellent mformation, as
well as a global perspective. "The
London Times" is famous for its
unbiased coverage of current events.
There also is "The International Herald Tribune," which collects news
stories from throughout Europe and
compiles them into one large paper.
Especially useful would be English
versions of newspapers from countries in the Middle East. Students can
then read about those countries'
activities directly.
News agencies such as CNN, FOX
News and MSNBC provide in-depth
coverage of national and international issues. Students would do well to
keep abreast of all the latest coverage. Again, this infom1ation also can
be accessed online.
Many students have an insular
mindset wherein "college life'' is distinct from the real world. But, in a
drastic si tuation such as war, the

Howdy. folks. Last semester. I
wrote a commentary on the
hypocrisy of alcoholic bottled
spring water (known as "DNA").
Shortly after, my roommates and
I viewed a commercial for the (at
the time) new Michclob Ultra
beer.
For those of you who may have
had the misfortune of not viewing
these commercials. the creators
of Ultra pride themselves on having developed a low-carbohydrate beer - you know, for the
healthy alcoholics out there.
I use the term "misfortune"
because these have to be some of
the funniest commercials ever
created.
Unlike the famed Super Bowl
commercials, which are designed
to be humorous for the most part,
the Ultra commercials are some
of the most unintentionally funny
commercials 1 have ever seen.
Usually. they portray people,
whom you must assume have
been downing an Ultra or two,

engaging in vigorous activities
such as biking, jogging or playing
basketball and other sports.
It is the last part that is so
funny. Is it usual for someone to
put down a couple nf beers and
then go out and jog'? As for basketball, is that what you are supposed to do? I mean. I don't know
much about sports and nutrition (I
do know that the staple of a
healthy diet is Totino's Party Pizzas). but it seems the combination
of beer and basketball would
result in large amounts of projectile vomiting.
I always thought the drink of
choice for athletes was Gatorade,
but apparently I was horribly.
horribly wrong.
I am waiting for the day when
winning football teams dump
kegs of low-curb beer on their
coaches as opposed to the customary cooler of Gatorade. Hey,
it will be lower in carbohydrates
AND more filling.
I rarely consume adult bever-

ages, for various reasons. One of
these is that, well, to put it blunt·
Jy. the Olsen Twins have a higher
tolerance for alcohol than I do.
Ha ha, John just made a joke, you
think. No, this is the honest truth,
nnd I am not talking about the
Olsen Twins now, but the Olsen
Twins when they played Miche11c
Tanner.
Anyway, on an occasion or
two. I have given Ultra a taste.
And on these occasions. I can say
without hesitation that the last
thing that crossed my mind was
"Hey, I think I am going to go out
and play a couple games of basketball. Or. perhaps I can go bike
across the country. Yeah, now
that I have two of these low-carb
beers in me, I have ju:;t the
strength and energy I neetl."
Usually, the first thing that
<.-rosses my mind is those commercials, and I immediately make
some smartass comment about
how 1 can feel myself getting
healthier from the luck of curbs.

So, in an attempt to make beer
even healthier. do you think they
will soon remove all the additives, color, alcohol and carbonation, leaving only the water
behind? They can still package it
as beer, just beer without all that
bad stuff. h would be a move in
the cxal·t opposite dircctinn of
DNA- how weird would that be'!
It would be like a game of red
rover, except substituting bottled
water and beer in the place of
fi ve-year-olds.
Then again, I don't even know
why I am complaining about the
hypocrisy of alcoholic bottled
spring water or low-carb beer. I
am the guy who goes to McDonald's and orders a greasy, supersi;,red extra-value meal with a
Diet Coke.
So drink up, Murray State. '

John Gibson is a columnist for
"111e Afurray Stale Nell's."

Signs warn students of need to leave Murray
Well. another deep thought has consumed
me, and I would like to share it with the
world.
Though I firmly believe Murray is n wonderful place to live, and I have absolutely no
regrets about attending .;chon! here. certain
signs have led me to believe that it is rapidly
becoming time tu leave. It goes without saying that Murray State is a fabulous school.
and I give props to those who plan on living
here forever, if ~o d'sired. People could not
find a friendlier town. However. some of us
have neon warning signs glaring in our faces.
urging us to leave the premises right after
graduation.
So here it is. a checklist to determine
wh...:ther or not your time is up in Murray, Ky.
If any or alI of these reasons ring a be II with
you (as they do for the author of this article).
you may need ro examine your motives for
remaining in quicksand Murray forever.
I. You now know the zodiac sign of your
hairdresser. tanning·bed manager, nearly all
your professors. the guy who sells alcohol at
Mat··~ and. well, half of campus. No one bats

an eyelash anymore when you int)uire who is
an air sign in u crowd of people.
2. You meet a great guy/girl at a local "bar,"
only to discover he/she is your very distant
COUSJO.

3. When you enter a ''bar," you know every
bartender and server by name and zodiac classification. In fact, you do not even need to go
out with friends anymore bccnuse you can
just chat with the managers.
4. You and your friends no longer discuss
possible plan~ for the upcoming weekend.
lnstend, you dully look at one another and
mumble, "Which bar fir~tT' Following that,
you spenk only in Murray lingo all night.
Words such as ''shacker.'' "random,"
"sketchy" und "dude" have become prime
example~> of a fine vocabulary.
S. You're in Wilson Hall so regularly.
you've been li.nown to sleep on the couch in
the yearbook office.
6. Members of your favorite fraternity won·
der if you received the only female bid of
acceptance years ago.
7. When you enter your usual gas slation.

the attendant has your cig<1ret1es ancl Twizzlcrs ready for you on the counter.
8. Beloved Boone's Furm has become bor~
ing und outdatt!d.
9. You've started driving your car around
blindfolded because you've memorized the
route around town and need some excitement
in your life.
10. Fur thrills on Smurday night, your former cheerleader friends boost you on lop tlf
the infamous cow lit Sirloin Stockade and use
up half a roll of film as you dangle precariously from the cow's ear. In other words, you
are risking your life to sit on large plastic cattle.
It is rather sad to udrnit, but all of the above
warning signs, with the exception of No. 9,
are true stories. I will leave you to ponder two
important thoughts: "Who could the above
~igns possibly be referring ro'!" and "Am I a
Jlrime candidate for leaving Murray before
it's too late'?"

In My
Opinion

Kri:;ten

\X'atson

Krisren Warson is u ,,raj{wrirer j(Jr "The Murray Store News. "

Write to us
the editor. Letters should be 300 words or fewer and must be !iigned. Contributors should
include addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification, title or relationship to the University. "The Murray State News"
reserves the right to edit for style. length and content.

"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to
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Reasons
for war
invalid
War: A word that has driven humanity into the
parts of the human potential for hate and
destruction. War is upon us again, and this time
it's with an old U.S rival Although I will not be
talking much about the specifics of any particular
war, I will try to give you a good idea of what war
is to humanity.
Last weekend, while in the library, I decided to
find a list (ll all the wars recorded during our time
here on earth, for the sake of learning. I knew
such a task would be difficult and tedious, but 1
decided to start by asking one of the main librarians. I was surprised by her reaction.
"It's practically impossible," she assured me.
There ore thousands of wars. Different types of
wars include revolutionary wars, territorial wars,
religious wars, conquest wars and so on. She said
I was being unrealbtic. I found out firsthand that
it's practically impossible.
So far. I have gathered a number beyond comprehension, and I am further from completing the
list than when I srarted. Now, J nm sick of seeing
this entire routine of killing, by us, to us, from
within us. I can go ahead and say, "Why can't we
all just live together in peace and hannony?" then
wake up and come back to the real world.
I wonder if il's genetic. I know some genes
increase competitiveness in humans, but I wonder
if there is a gene for war.
Hitler would be the most
infamous carrier of this
gene, ec;pecially in the 20th
century. What most people
don't know is that Hitler's
war doesn't even represent
I percent of the deaths
caused by wars (WWll,
roughly 20 million). Some
wars were over in days.
some took hundreds of
years.
In the thousands of years
that we humans have
butchered. murdered and
betrayed each other, what
have we gained as a
Abdullah
whole? Some will tell you
that war is necessary
El-bnnnan
because of the naturalselection process (survival
of the fittest), and some will tell you that necessity creates the will for the bettennent of technology. What better need can one have other than
killing his neighbor or brother? In other words,
the only way we can improve our standard of living (technology, resources, territory) is to eliminate a whole bunch of "us"?
Some people will try to convince me and others that those are not the only reasons for the wars
that occur. To answer that, J refer you to your history books. There's only one type of war that
<;ometimes may not include one of these motives.
and that i!-. a religious/holy war. These types we
will not get into as of yet because of their obvious
complications. You see, I disagree with humanity. We're doing good because of the wars, but we
can do better with total and absolute peace. I am
not asking for the appea-;ement of every evil dictator or such. I am asking that we act as a whole.
as human beings and not as fellow countrymen at lea<;t in •nnuers such as war.
Compiling such a list of the wars (just the
names) shouldn't be thh. difficult io this century.
The resources are available, and they are better
and faster than anything ever available to
humans, but there ure too mtmy. Here we are
about to add one more to the long list. and more
sadly. this war can be avoided just like 90 percent
of the mhers. All we need is some patience and
listening. but whl> am I 10 judge the all-knowing
leaders of this earth'? After nil, war is a gene,
right?
When we stop defining our history books by
wars and start defining them according to the
times of peace we have achieved, then we might
have some hope in achieving total and utter
peace.

:.
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A recent decision
by the f ederal government
gives same-sex couples
a reason to hope.
Gay- and Jesbian·rights groups received a nod of
encouragement last week when the federal govern·
ment made a bold move.
Peggy Neff, the lesbian partner of a woman
kiUed in the terrorist attack at the Pentagon, wa~
awarded $500,000 in compensation. Unlike gay
and lesbian survivors in New York, Neff. a Virginiu
resident, was not eligible for state aid. Virginia Jaw
limit!> benefit., to spouses, parents. grandparents,
siblings and children. However, Kenneth Feinbcr,
special master of the Sept. II Victim Compensation Fund, concluded that Neff deserved compensation.
Jennifer Middleton, Neff's attorney, called the
move a huge step forwanJ for the federal government.
''She was compensated on a level nearly commensurate with that received by surviving spouses,'' Middleton said. "One of the things that is
important is that the government recognized her
position was similar to that of a spouse."

therefore deserving of the same benefits as a married couple. This is a smart move when one consider:. that the only reason some gay and lesbian couples aren't married is because only two states (Vermont and Hawaii) allow same-~>ex marriages,
tenned "civil unions."
Now, I'm not suggesting we change laws immediately. I do believe legislation regarding this issue
should be re-evaluated, but until that is done. I'm
simply suggesting that in cases such as the~e we
need to look at more than a label, number or application fonn. We need to look at the individuals
involved and ask ourselves, "Have these people
been in a loving. caring relationship? Marriage
license or not, have they dedicated themselves to
each other?'' People need to open their eyes and
reali1e the only difference between gay and lesbian
couples and heterosexual couples is that gay couples have to work harder at relationships simply
because many members of soc1ery do not approve
of homosexual relationships.

This is indeed a bold move by the federal gov-

Give gay and lesbian couples the same benefits

ernment. Although some state laws don't expressly
forbid the approval of claims by surviving samesex partners, they don't expre!>!.ly aJio.,.. it either.
What Feinber, acting on behalf of the federJI

as rnanied heterosexual couples. If you think panncr-; in a relationship must be married to receive
those benefits, then allow gay and lesbian couples
to be legally married- in every state. It sounds like

government, has done in this case is recognize the
relationship of Neff and her late partner. Sheila
Hein, as one similar to that of a married couple.

common sense to some of us, but it's a topic of
great controversy and debate among otbers.
Hopefully more people will recognize that by

denying gay and lesbian
couples the same benefits
as heterosexual couples,

In My
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you are questioning their
integrity and commitment.
How would you like it if
someone told you your
relationship wac; not valid
- that it was fine enough
for you, but not eligible for
the benefits afforded other
couples?
For those who frown on
the idea of equality (that is
Severo
what you do when you
Avila
judge a person based on
'exual orientation), you may look at this ns a fluke,
a slight hiccup in the legal system or a glitch that
will right itself in time.
However. for those of us who would like to see
everyone treated equally, we can look at Peggy
Neffs compensation us a step in the right direction.
I sincerely hope th1s decision S<:ts a preced~·nt tor
similar cases.

Severo Avila is opinion editor for "The Murray
Stare News."

Abdullah f:.'l-bannan is a .\'('llior engineering
physics major from England.

Administration should consider deregulating campus parking
In My
Opinion

I suppose it would have been
easy enough 10 place my $10 in
the friendly Murray State envelope provided with the parking
ticket on my vehicle window.
Yet, I feel there i~ a fundamental problem here that needs
addre.,~ing.

joe Bill
Schirtzinger

It would be s1mple enough to
complain about how the parking system isn't fair merely
becnu~;e I got a ticket. The
problem is that anyone can
complain What I propose is a
solution that benefits Murray
State 10 many more ways than
the current hierarchical system.
My solution benefits Murray
State in three primary ways: I)

It uses parking space more efficiently. 2) It reduces the
load/cost of patrolling the lms.
3) It should serve to mitigate
parking complaints.
The key to the parking ques·
tion as I have it framed is this
Ho"' can parking be adequate at
Murray State, as the administration says it is. and still be so
utterly lacking that even the
17th Street parking lot i!o> full'!
The answer has to do with how
the space is utilized. The distribution of parking is not constant in all of the lot:.. which
leaves certnm spots open during particular times of the day.
This effect is most directly

observable in the faculty lots.
What net effect does this have?
Certninly there nre times in the
day when there are more students than faculty, which leaves
the student lots (which are further away) bottlenecked. Meanwhile. the faculty lots have
accumulated holes from faculty
leaving (which is often only
temporary).
It would seem ludicrous to let
this space go to waste when
parking is tight simply because
of some 70ning restriction.
However. woe be to students
who park in vacant blue zones,
for they will receive a $10 ticket from a paid officer or stu-

dent.
I see no reason why the parking lots should not be deregulated m terms of zoning. The
faculty can .... alk as easily ao; the
student body can. I personally
don't mind walking a little; the
health benefits are a bonus. I
would think the faculty would
be a prime target for health
benefits even more so than the
student body.
Deregulation has the benefit
of reducing the officers' loads
so they can allot their time to
preventing
more
heinous
crime!>.
Certainly, some handicapped
spots should be preserved. and

also any spots that have to do
with emergency personnel. It
would be equally erroneous to
deregulate the parking spots for
those in the dorms and apartments. These spots are not contested. J'in advocating deregulating the spots where faculty
and commuters are constantly
bumping heads.
So, let us visualite a deregulated parking urea as I have
defined it The cars parked
toward the back will gradually
get better positions as the holes
left by faculty are filled. The
net result will be people getting
closer parking spots with less
waste of space. The lots around

Public Safety will not need
patrolling except in the ca~es of
fire lanes and handicapped
spots. This allows the officers
to allot their time more efficiently. Another benelit is that
no student will have to fill the
position of ticketer and, as
such, won't have to be compen sated financially or otherwise.
In short, the loCCtors that benefit from deregulntion are economics, space efficiency, Public Safety and students.

Joe Bill Schirtzinger i.f a
sophomore psychology ftWjor
from Princeton.
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Clonaid president claims
clone currently in Israel

PADUCAH, (AP) · Kentucky's Parole
Board chairman defended the release on
parole of a notorious western Kentucky
murderer but also said the board's ded·
sion may have been based on incomplete
information.
Charles Chumbler, sentenced to life in
prison for complicity to murder in the
death of his wife, was released on parole
last week after serving 12 years.
His release drew criticism from the
judge and prosecutor in the case and the
foreman of the jury that convicted him.
All said more time should have been
served.
In a copyright story published Tuesday
by "The Paducah Sun," John Coy, the
board chairman, said releasing Chumbler
from prison after he served 12 years ''was
best for society as a whole."
Chumbler was accused of luring his
wife, Nelda Chumbler, into a barnyard in
western McCracken County on Dec. 27,
1990, where Michael Kariakis shot her
with a high·powered rifle from a shed
where he was hiding.
Coy said there may be facts in the case
that are unavailable to the parole board.
Coy said he was not aware of a conies·
sion signed by Chumbler two years after
the murder claiming that he had pulled
the trigger and that Kariakis was inno·
cent.

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) · The head of the group
that claims to have cloned
humans testified under oath
Wednesday that the first clone,
a baby girl known as Eve, is in
Israel rather than the United
States.
Brigitte BoisseJier, president
of Clonaid, made the disclosure
during a hearing into whether
Florida should appoint a
guardian for the child. The
judge then threw the case out of
court.
Boisselier also maintained
under oath that two other
cloned babies have been born
since Eve's birth late last month.
No proof has been offered
that the babies are clones or
even exist. Boisselier initially
promised DNA tests to prove
Eve was a clone, but later
backed out, saying the parents
were concerned the court was
trying to take the baby away.
Boisselier said she has only seen
a videotape of Eve.

Student sues private high school
after alleged privacy violations
COVINGTON, (AP) · An 18-year-old is
suing the Baptist high school that expelled
her after she admitted to having sex with
another student.
The lawsuit against Calvary Baptist
Church and its Christian school claims
school officials violated jessica Marie Frietch's right to privacy when they asked
her about sexual activity that took place at
her home.
The suit filed in Kenton County Circuit
Court also alleges that Calvary defamed
Frietch and obstructed justice by its
actions in the case.
While a court probably cannot force the
school to change its policy. Kagin said, it
c11n rule that a student punished under
such a policy had her rights violated, and
a jury can award her damages.

Officials charge urologist
with diluting drugs
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) · A urologist was charged
Wednesday with watering
down an expensive drug used
to treat people with advanced
cases of prostate cancer.
Victor Souaid, 40, of Light·
house Point is charged in the
60-count indictment, with
health-care fraud, product
tampering and the wholesale
distribution of prescription
dn1gs without a license.
Authorities say Souaid
failed to properly administer
the drug Lupron to at least 32
patients diagnosed
with
prostate cancer between July
2000 and November 2001.
Souaid allegedly tampered
with and diluted l.upron to
inject the drug into more than
one patient, the indictment
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said. lt also accused the doctor
of wrongfully distributing
Lupron through a series of sales
totdling more than $1.5 million.
The doctor was not a licensed
wholesale broker at the time.
The indictment did not say
whether Souaid's alleged con·
duct affected the health of any
patients. He faces up to 10 years
in prison and a $250,000 fine for
each count.
In December, a federal judge
sentenced former Kansas City,
Mo., pharmacist Robert Court·
ney to 30 years in prison, fined
him $25,000 and ordered him to
pay $10.4 million in restitution
to victims of his chemotherapy
drug-dilution scheme.

Southern Baptists seek
missionaries' pledges
RICHMOND, Va. (AP)
The Southern Bnptists Con·
vention is making another
attempt to get all its overseas
missionaries to pledge th:~t
they agree with the denomi·
nation's revised statement of
faith - a document that
opposes women pastors and
says wives should submit to
their husbands.
Avery Willis, senior vice
president of the International
Mission Board, has been con·
tacting missionaries by phone
to follow up the original
request, made a year ago by
board President Jerry Rankin.
The 2000 revision, among
other things, opposes women
pastors and says "a wife is to
submit herself graciously to
the servant leadership of her
husband."
Willis is telling personnel
currently in the United States
that they will not be retumt.>d
overseas without making a
commitment, However, a
Baptists spokcsmnn said the
phone calls are meant to per·
suadc the mis:>ionaries to
agreE> to the faith statement,
not to tell them they're fired.

Iraqi volunteers anive
for military training
BUDAPEST,
Hungary
(AP) · The first group of
rraqi volunteers to be
trained for supporting U.S.
forces in case of military
action in Iraq arrived
Wednesday at a local military air base, a Defense Ministry spokesman said.
The voluntt.>ers, recruited
by the United States from
Iraqi opposition groups
around the world, will be
trained at the Taszar air
base, 200 kilometers (120
miles)
southeast
of
Budapest, to act as translators, guides, dvil administrators and guards.
Before their arrival in
Ta~, the U.S. Army was
gathering the Iraqis in mar·
shaling centers for their
screening and selection,
including one in Fort Bliss,
Texas.
The Hungarian govern·
ment has authorized the
United States to bring 1,500
trainers and up to 3,000
trainees for two training sessions at the Taszar air base.
Permission was granted to
use the base until the end of
the year.
Among the conditions set
by the Hungarian government were that the Iraqis
could not receive combat
training and that they would
not be allowed to leave the
base during their stay.

Saudi prince funds
American studies
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) · A
billionaire Saudi prince
wants to "correct" Arab
misconceptions and stereotypes about the United
States with a $10 million
donation to fund an Amer·
ican studies center, he said
Wednesday.

failed to take into account
that recordings for private
and domestic use were
exempt from Britain's 1988
Copyright, Designs and
Patents Act.
The British Phonographic
Industry, or BPI, a trade
group representing heavy·
weights like Sony, EMl, Uni·
versa) and BMG, filed copy·
right-infringement charges
against easylntemetcafe last
year. Easylntemctcafe had
stopped offering the service,
for which it charged 5
pounds (US$8) a CD, in Sep·
tember 2001.

Prince Alwaleed Bin
Tala!, a nephew of Saudi
King Fahd, said that
though many Arabs are
familiar with the American
lifestyle through firsthand
experience or media expo·
sure, they continue to make
"sweeping superficial and
inaccurate generalizations
about American society
and politics enough to
cause one's head to shake."
The p r ince's donation
also will fund a social sci·
ence and humanity build·
ing at the $300 million
expansion campus of the
83-year-old American Uni·
versity in Cairo.
Alwaleed - whose fortune is estimated at $20 billion - said he hopes the
center reaches out not only
to policy makers, but also
the community at large,
particularly the young. He
said schools in the Arab
world, including universities, teach very little about
the United States.
Alwaleed said he is also
negotiating a counterpart
center in the United States,
1which, along with Europe,
also has "horrid misconceptions about the Arab
world and Islam.'' He said
the centers would "build
bridges" between the communities.

Rebel leader declares
cea•fire with Nepal
KATMANDU,
Nepal
(AP) - Nepal's socialist
rebel leader announced a
cease-fire Wednesday and
declared his consent to
talks with the government
on ending an insurgency
that has killed more than
7,000 people.
The announcement came
after the government sent
the rebels an offer for peace
talks - its first direct
approach to the group
since fighting started in
1996.
The rebels, who claim to
be inspired by Chinese revolutionary leader Mao
Zedong, have been fighting
to abolish Nepal's constitu·
tional monarchy and establish a socialist state in this
Himalayan kingdom.
The government had
repeatedly offered to hold
peace talks but never formally approached the
rebels until Tuesday, when
it sent them a covert mes·
sage, a government official
said on condition of
anonymity.

Court rules against
Internet cafe chain
LONOON (AP) · The boss
of an Internet cafe chain said
Wednesday he will appeal a
judge's ruling that the group
broke copyright law by
allowing customers to
download and record music
from the Internet.
Greek entrepreneur Ste·
Jios .Haji-loannou said Tuesday's summary decision by
a High Court judge against
his easylnternetcafe chain

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis, wire editor.
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Bring Ad and Waive Reglttratlon fee
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Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor
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license or place a Donor Dot on it ·
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For information contact:
1-800-525-3456,
or www.trustforlife.org

10°/o Discount for Murray
State Students &
Employees- Excludes
already discounted items

Wa lk-i n s We lco me
Call 75 3- 1682

Advertise Yvith
The! i\lurrar State Ne!H 's!
D e a d 1i 11 e i s e v e r y
M o n d a y a t 5 p . 111 .

- --------- Not valid with any other offer. Expires 2/14/03.

Across from Sirloin
Stockade

TANNINGt10 r. JOO ..._
PERMS$M8Up
HIGHUGtfTS $2S 8 Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
WOMEN'S KWIKKUT $%0

Souths1de Shopp1ng Center • Murray
•open Late by appointment•

Good only at participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaurants.
One coupon per person.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 2/14/03.

Good only at participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaurants.
One coupon per person.

SPECI-4LS!

Valentine's

~\-. fEQUit-4! Moft~;.

t-------------------

Mexican Restaurant
·-----------------r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:
$0.88 Maraarha wI
1

purchase ol dinner

1111

Best Mexican food and
Mon.~ Thu.
with coupon • expires 2/26/08
margaritas in Western KY.
~------------------Cheapest drinks in town! ,Great !·------------------FREE cheese ._ With
amount of food lor a fantastic : purchase of $1 oor more
low price. Perfect combo lor :
Mon.~ Thu.
college students.
: with coupon • expires 2/25/08
I
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this \·veek
• friday
•Cinema International - "The Devil's
Backbone,"
7:30
p.m .• Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

•saturday
•Dea dline - Applications for University
scholarships must be
received or postmarked.
•Cinema International - "The Devil's
Backbone,''
7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater. Free admission .

•sunday
•Bible Study
University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible S tud y - Chi
Alpha, 9 : 15a.m., Elizabeth College back
lobby. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Bible Study
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Murray,
1 I a.m .. Curris Center
third floor.
•Bible Study- Murray
Christian Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

college life edito r: Kyser Lough
assiseant college H.fe edJtor: Midl3d D1im·
phone: 762-4480

college life
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Ag students earn ·national recognition
:.

by Kristen Watson
staff wrirt!r
Two Murray State ag riculture
students are reaping the fruits of
their endeavors on campus and
beyond.
Whitney O liver never dreamt
instating a chapter of the Sigma
Alpha sorority on campus would
lead to a possible summer internship with the Foreign Agriculture
Service in Washington. D:C .• nor
did Greg Wilson foresee his state
office as reporter in the Future
Farmers of America resulting in an
appearaf)ce in a recent edition of
"Farmer's Pride."
For Oliver, senior from Princeton. it began
when she discovered
Sigma Alpha
agriculture
sorority in
November
2000. O liver
implemented
the sorority at
Murray
State, recruited 16 membe r s and
Whitney Oliver served
as
Senior from Princeton president during the developmental process.
"After much h ard work and dedi cation on everyone's part, we were
charted as an official chapter less
than a year later, o n October 6,
2001," O liver said.
Oliver said the sorority is characterized as a "professional agriculture sorority that promotes scholarship. leadership, service and fellowship among its members.''
During the sorority's national

convention held Oct. 17-19 in Dallas. Oliver received the Sigma
Alpha National Sorority First Place
Outstanding Leader Award. Oliver
received a plaque for the award and
also was named an Emerald Scholar for having the highest GPA in the
national sorority. The Murray State
chapter received $150 in recognition of Oliver's achievement.
Tony Brannon. coordinator of the
Agriculture Academic Program,
.said Oliver was a good choice for
the award.
"I am delighted that Wh itney has
been recognized for her accomplishments in leadership," Brannon
said. "She is an extremely deserving young lady.''
As Sigma Alpha's current philanthropy chairwoman, Oliver said she
enjoys coordinating the sorority's
many service projects. such a'> supporting Agriculture in the Classroom and Bright Life Farms.
"When you look up the word
'leader· in the dictionary, it would
not surprise me to see (Whitney's)
photograph," Brannon said. "She
has been extremely Hctive in all the
activities of our school and provided motivation behind the starting of
the Sigma Alpha sorority and the
Agriculture Ambassadors."
With the D.C. internship possibly
at her fingertips, Oliver said she
plans on entering the agricultureeconomics master's program at Purdue University in the fall , Continu-

ation into the doctoral program also
is on her agenda. Oliver said, as is
eventually entering academia to
focus on research and instruction.
"The work it took to receive this
award has greatly prepared me for
tackling any of my future goals,"
O liver said .
Wilson, freshman from Murray.
is pursing his goals as well.
ln J une 2002. Kentucky state officer" elected Wilson as reporter for
the FFA. Wilson has been a member for fou r years and plans on staying active until he turns 21 , the
maximum age permiucd for membership.
"The organization teaches you
leadership .sk ills and personal
growth." Wilson said. "It can make

you the best )'OU can be while you
make connections."
In addition to national leadership
conferences. FFA members also
travel to local high schools to host
workshops for students.
,
"Many of our students have come
to us from backgrounds in FFA,''
Brannon said. "FFA trains leaders
for the future of agriculture.''
Wilson said he always planned on
joining the FFA and because his
father was a member.
"Wilson has been rewarded with
the opportunity to represent his fel·
low members as a state officer, an
honor that only a select few can
obtain" Brannon said. "His selection is u valuable asset to the School
of Agriculture because he unoffi-

cially represents us as an ambassador.··
Wilson wi ll attend the Kentucky
Future Farmers of America Association state convention this June in
Louisville and retire his position to
a new state ofticer. His article in
"Farmer's Pride," is currently in
circulation.
Christy Watkins, recruitment
coordinator for the School of Agriculture. said she is proud of both
Oliver and Wilson.
"It is always exciting to see outstanding students recognized for
their achievements.'' Watkins said.
"Both Whitney and Greg are true
leaders in agrkulture. and they have
represented the School of Agriculture and themselves well."

F uture Farmers of America
state officer Greg Wilson (far
right), freshman from Murray,
was featured on a Lousiville
billboard with other state officers during the National FFA
Convention.

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m.,
Curris Center Barkley
Room.

•tuesday
•Performan ce - Nick
Garvin, noon, Curris
Center dance lounge.
Free admission.
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.

•wednesday
•Blood Drive
American Red Cross
Blood Drive, I 0 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Curris
Center dance lounge.
•SGA- Student Government Association
meeting. 5 p.m .. Curris Center Barkley
Room.

ACROSS

8
15

16
17

18
19

20

•thursday
•Blood Drive
American Red Cross
Blood Drive, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m .• Curris Center dance lounge.
•C inem a
Interna tional - "Bread and
Tulips," 7 :30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Movie - "Ghosts of
Mississippi," 8 p.m..
Curris Center Barkley
Room . Free admission.

7

22

23
25

26
27

28
29
30
32

33

35
38
42
43

Tiered
bric-a-broc
shelves
Render
unnecessary
Session
musicians
Walter of 'The
Westerner"
Mike or Helmut
Engaging in
merry pranks
Scrimp
"The Lord of lhe
Rings," e.g.
Deface
Dweeb
Serving
perfectly
Palm starch
Algonquian
language
Pany faction
Gluts
Putting to the
test
Deceivers
Elongated,
scaleless marine
fish
Powerful
Countrified

Harao;s
relentlessly
Electrical cable

44
45

46
47

48
49
51
52

54

56
57
58
59

Principal church
area
Charitable
donation
Trite
Olympic diving
champ Louganis
Pirate's drink
Mixes
Bikini part
Tenant farmer
Winter croft
Devour with
greed
Golfer Curtis
Teased
Sleepingsickness carriers

DOWN
I

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
II
12

13

Intrinsic nature
Hearts and
watches
Clings
Highly valued
person
Radiate
Sketching once
again
Alluring
Rectangular
Fort _, N.C.
Selfsame
Squid's defense
Liven up
Woodhmd

14

21
24

26
29
31

32
34

35
36

l>Ongbird
Occupy
completely
Tarrying
Church leaders
Young tree
Tallow b<t'ie
"- Cassius has
a lean and
hungry look"
Reverses an
option
Advocute of
country life
Hone
P<trt of TNT

37

39

40
41

43
46

49
50
53

55

Search
thoroughly
Old·fao;hioned
copies
Middle of the
road
Pope's

emissaries
Wished fbr
Self-indulgent
spree
Type of loamy
fertilizer
Withered
Turf
Belfry occupant

l..ast week's solution
~~~-r~

-~-r-T~~

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by wayne Robert Wllliams

arts & ent
•,

this

\~\leek

l. Norah Jones - "Come
With Me"
~Avril Lavigne- "Let Go"
.j.
..... Dixie Chicks - "Home"
·~ Soundtrack - "Chicago"
·B. Jennifer I.. opez- "This Is
:'M e... 1'11en···
~way

Source: Associated Press

:•movies
I 1. Darkness Falls
Starri.ng Chaney Kley
2. Kangaroo Jack
Starring Jerry O'Connell
• 3. Chicago
• Starring Catherine Zeta-Jones
: and Renee Zel Iweger
; 4. National Security
Starring Martin Lawrence
5. Just Married
Starring Ashton Kutcher and
Brittany Murphy
Source: Associated Press

l. .Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
2. John Grisham- "The
Summons"
3. Robert Jordan - "Crossroads of Twilight: The Wheel
of Time, Book 10''
4. Michael Cunningham
''The Hours"
5. Nora Roberts - "Truly,
Madly Manhattan"
Source: Associated Press

• web site
www.musiccdsettlement.com

Bought a compact disc in the last
fi\<e years? If so, you may be eligible for a $5 to $20 settlement in
a lawsuit asainst music companies. This stte lets you file your
claim and request the settlement.

The Murray State News
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Students·receive

'Signals~

by Mich ael Driver
assistant college life editor
Sex signals may not always be c lear. but
the message to students gathered Tuesday
at the Curris Center large ballroom was.
"Sex Signals" is a semi-improvised. twoperson play that uses an initial hour of
comedy and audience interaction to arrive
at the production's real message: rape.
Gwendolyn Druyor and Christian Murphy of Cathar!'iS Productions performed
the show. which was sponsored by the Student Government Association.
"People were quiet to start with. but (the
crowd) really opened up as we went on,"
Druyor said.
Murphy and Druyor acted out a variety
of roles during the show, including the
interaction between a stereotypical
reserved woman and outgoing man. Druyor described the outcome as a "train
wreck."
Druyor then jokingly explained that
women knew exactly what men wanted.
The situation turned risque when she straddled Murphy's lap and locked her ankles
around his head, drawing a yell from one
G wendoJyn Druyor act~ out her idea of every man's fa ntasy while Christian
audience member.
"Well. it looks like I made my point," Murphy restrains himself during the Tuesday night production of "Sex Signals...
Druyor said, gesturing toward Murphy's
pants.
Howe,er. the laughter stopped when the cussed how rape can occur even if good
"That?" Murphy asked, looking down performers changed topics later in the intentions are present. He said the proband drawing snickers from the audience. show. In the final scene. Murphy. acting as lems associated with the modern dating
"That's just friction."
a college student accused of rape, dis- scene could be :-;olved with communica-

tion.
''I think they really got the message
across, especially with the rape topics,"
Kevin Ladd, freshman from Pendleton,
said
The performers also gave audience mem·
bers a piece of paper with "stop" written on
it before the show. Students were instructt.>d to hold up the paper anytime they felt
uncomfortable. However, the few times
signs were held up, the performers ignored
them. Murphy later explained it was symbolic of how communication received by
one person may not be received by another.
Druyor and Murphy said they usually try
to let audience members come to realizations as naturally as possible.
"It's always great to be up here and see
light bulbs go off above people in the audience," Murphy said.
SGA LeciUre Chair Lare Allen said
although the crowd was smaller than at lee·
tures in the past. the production was still a
success.
" I think this was the best c rowd of the
last few lectures," Allen said.
The improvisational nature of "Sex S ignals" makes each show unique, Murphy
said. and the unique approach helps students talk about topics that are difficu lt for
college students to discuss.
"It's always so stressful (to talk about
rape) that it's never worth the stress to talk
about it," Murphy said. "We try to stay
away from being indoctrinating about it."

Hip-hop· album un-'Common' music
by Kyser Lough
college life editor
Do not let his name fool you; Common is
not your average hip-hop artist. In his latest
album. "Electric Circus." Common takes
hip-hop to a new level by infusing his music
with influences from a variety of genres.
Although some of the songs fail in the
attempt, the album as a whole still emerges
as a good listen
Common's influences for "Electric Circus" are usually apparent and include
Prince and Jimi Hendrix. "Star 69 (ps with
love)," a song about phone se:x. soundsJike
something Prince himself would sing. fohci.
dentally. Prince contributed keyboard and
guitar to the song.
"I Am Music" is perhaps one of the

strangest break-outs. The track opens with
the beating of drums and wailing of trumpets in a lounge-lizard. swing style. Once
Common jumps in with vocals. the -.ong
gets ugly and awkward. It is hard to accept
the merging of two styles of music. and this
song makes it even harder.
Another cringe-inducing track is "Jimi
Was a Rock Star.'' 'This track is like a kid
just hitting puberty- the parts are all there.
but they don't work together. Even worse is
the fact that the track wastes more than
eight minutes of the album's total running
time.
"Electric CirCUli" is not a total loss. how·
ever; Common occasionally pulls off his
new mixture of styles. "New Wave" rolls
with ~trong lyrics and a heavy hip-hop beat.
During the chorus. however, the song picks

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

up a '70s groove that turns the track more
into ''hippie-hop."
Common does keep some songs traditional. "Come Cll)Se" is a :;weet and slow song
that shows Common's sensitive side as he
croons to hi~ girlfriend. However. this is the
only slow song on the disc. and it clashes
with the rest of the album. There is nothing
unique about "Come Close" when com·
pared to the other creations in "Electric Circus." but it is still a success.
Overall, Common makes a good, honest
attempt in his album tn mix influences and
genre.,, but he still has much to learn. S()me
of the songs are just too much and need to
be toned down. Others jv}t fc;el h9rrjbly out
of place.
amazon.com

Grade: B

:2 :Rsggg I2~o~s-1-Q99:
I Enjoy two all-you-can-eat I
I
I pizza & spagatti lunch
1 buffets including drink!
I Mon. • Fri.

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti dinner
buffets including drink!
Mon. - Fri.

111 a.m. - 2 p.m.

4:30 - 9 p.m.
sat. & sun.

I

All Day

I

:GOOD LUC
I RRCERSJ
I Not good with any other offer thru 217103

FREE MEAL! Dinner served at 7:40.
Meet at First Baptist Church Fellows hip Hall.
203 S. 4th St.

I
I
I

753-1854

804 Chestnut st. · 753·6656

I
I
1
I
I
1

GOOD LUCK:

RRCERS!

I

Not good with any other offer thru 2/7/03l

804 Chestnut st. · 753-6656

~-------~-------~

Omicron 1Je{ta 'Kayya
f}{ationa( Leadersfiiy f}{onor Society

Neither have we. Which is

January 30- Februaryl4: Application forms will be available in the
Student Affairs Office, SGA, Multicultural Center, and at each Residential
College front desk
Friday February 14: New member applications due in the Student Affairs
Office in Ordway Hall by 4:30pm.
ODK membership selections based on the following minimum criteria:
1. Junior, Senior, or Graduate standing.
2. Rank in the upper 35% of academic colle~e.
3. Attainment of special distinction in ar least two of the following
five areas:
a. Scholarship
b. Athletics
c. Soctal service, campus activities, religious
activities, community service
d.
journalism, speech, and the mass media
®
e. Creative and performing arts

Better taste + more stuff= better .\antlwich

why it struck us a little funny when
we noticed that the slices of meat on
our competitions' sandwiches were
perfectly round. We had never
seen a perfectly round turkey or
cow before.
At Victor's, all of the meats
used on our sandwiches are
prepared fresh in our store, which
makes them taste better.

'----=====VICTOR' S====---J
s--------1
SAN 0

VV I C

HE

Delivery Available
130 I Main St.
753-77 15

sports editor: Chris Jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Lee
phone: 762-44(18

sports
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E. W. Dennison
MSU picks up first OVC win
delivers Racer
athletics address
"That's their strength," Fields
said. "We did a really great job
against their post players."
The Racers have one of the top
The women·s basketball team
ended its five-game losing streak defenses in the conference and used
Monday night, defeating Ohio Val- it against the Engles. MSU scored
ley Conference rival Morehead 28 points off Morehead turnovers.
The team al~o improved its freeState 81-58.
After Morehead ( 11-8, 4-4 OVC) throw percentage, shooting 72 perposted the first points of the game, cent from the line against MoreMurray St:l!e :;cored 12 unanswered head. Fields said free throws and a
points to take the lead. The Racers solid rebounding effort helped the
Racers stay ahead.
led the rest of the game.
··we've not stepped up and made
Sophomore guard Rebecca Remington opened scoring for the Rac- free throws." Fields said. "(Against
ers with back-to·back 3-pointers. Morehead) we went to the line and
Remington scored a total of nine made the free throws when we
needed them."
points in her 16 minutes of play.
Senior forward Beth Schnaken"We hit some shots early."
sophomore guard Briuany Park berg once again led the Racers in
said. "Usually. when we start off scoring, posting her second doublehitting. we get some confidence and double of the season. Schnakenberg
had 23 points and I 0 rebounds.
play better.··
"Beth Schnakenberg stepped up
Although Morehead scored the
final four points of the first half for after not shooting well last game,"
a halftime score or 40-27. the Fields said.
Schnakenberg, who usually
Eagles were unable to rally for the
scores- 20-plus points. had 15
Will.
"We shot the ball extremely well against Eastem Kentucky.
Senior guard Khadija Head added
from the field." Head Coach Eddie
Fields said. "Th~ kids played well. a game- and season-high seven
assists, along with three steals .
... We played well as a team."
Fields said the team's offense fell Sophomore RiQuita Thomas nearly
into place, and the women were had a double-double. scoring seven
able to handle Morehead's press the points and pulling down nine
rebounds.
entire game.
"RiQuita Thomas came off the
··we took open shots when we
were open. and we took care of the bench, and we really got a boost
there from her," Fields said.
ball.'' Fields said.
The 23-point victory was the
The Racers shut out Morehead in
3-point range. holding the Eagles to largest for the Racers in an OVC
0-of-16 from behind the arc. Mur- game since Murray State defeated
ray State, however, shot nearly 50 Tennessee Tech 70-47 on Feb. 8.
pen:cnt from 3-point range. Park hit 2000.
"I think it definitely helps our
a career-high six 3-pointers in lO
attempts during the game and fin- confidence," Park said. "We've
ished with 21 total points. a game- been getting so close."
Fields agreed.
high four steals and five assists.
"We needed to prove Lo ourselves
"We had a lot of kids step up."
Fields said. "Brittany Park is start- that we. can win a ballgame," Fields
said. "We just needed to get over
ing to shoot really well.''
Murray State's outside game was the hump and get some confimore than enough to compensate dence,''
The win was the Racers' first
for the minimal conversions under
the net, as Morehead outscored the conference win this season; their
record is now 5-12 overall and 1-5
Racers 34-16 in the paint.

by Amanda I..ee

assistant sports t:ditor

Sports Talk

E.W.
Dennison

"One 1hing that we
know here is that
we're just a component of this University."
As the nation continues to soak in Tueway's
State of the Uninn
address, life goc~ on at
Murray State-, even on
the athletic fields.
For seven years, B.W.
Dennison has been at the
helm of MSU athktics,
serving a~ the school's
athletic director. l)cnnison, who played footb<~ll
for the Ra~:crs in the '70s,
sat down with me
WednesJay to dil!cuss
severo! issues 111 his own
"State of Athletics"
address.
On Jan II. MSU hosted a men'~ basketball
game againr.t Aul'lin
Peay. De,,pite the Racers' 66-63 loss. the conte~t was telecast on
ESPN2. n nationally syndicated sUltion. As a
result, millions of chan·
nd surfers tuned in that
Saturday aftcmoon and
heard alxM the MSU
basketball progrJm: they
also received a lirsthand
look at Murray's newc~t
facility, the Reg1onal
Special Events Cl•ntcr.
"You can't put a price
on what you get in return
for that recognition,"
Dennison said. "We
made the NCAA Tournament two year~ ngo.
We were in 'Sport!i Illustrated.' Kids read and
watch that 11tuff, and that
gets your name out, and
that gtves u~ not just
regional recognition, but
national recognition. If
you had to pay for all that
advertisement, it would
be overS I million.''
Dennison also elaborated on MSU's academic approach to athletics.
Since his arrival. Dennison has salvaged the ;IC<~·
demic standard fur MSU
athletes with additions
· such as the Weaver C'cn·
tcr. nn academ1~: facility
for athletes. Rcgnnilcss
of ~tereotypcs rcgurding
athletes in the classroom.
Ol:·nnison and his ~talf
continue to hold academics a high priority.
"One thing that we
J...11ow here is that we're
ju~t a component of this
University," Dennison
said. "We know acadc·

mics come first and that
we are indeed at an academic institution. and athletics is just a componem
of that. If you run a good
program, and you concentrate on ambition in
athletics and on compliance and .student welfare.
you're going to be successful. What we try to
do is try to have a good,
quality athletic program.
With that, we make sure
we make a priority on
academics. Our GPAs
arc as high ac; the student-body average, and
our graduation rates are
No. I in the state of Kentucky."
Recently, 72 alhletes
earned dean's list honors
for the fall 2002 semester; 22 made perfect 4.00
GPAs.
"We've put a real
emphasis on running a
very clean program."
Dennison said. "We have
less than the average
(number of) secondary
violations. Every school
in America has an average of eight to 10 sec·
ond:uy violations a year.
but we've only had about
six to eight. and that's
good. What we try to do
is try to do a program
that the University can be
proud of -the alumni can
be proud of."
Acquiring that pride
anc.J respect does involve
success on the scoreboanl. Even though the
b~ketball
program
placed among the top 30
in Division-! and MSU
basketball and football
teams won conference
championships last calendar year, ~ome fans
and boosters will never
be happy.
"Some people put a lot
•of emphao;is on winning
that all·sports trophy,"
Dennison said. "But
we're not going to win
the ull-r.ports trophy
every year, and we're not
going to win all our
sports first in the conference every year. We're
going to have down
years in certain sports."
Dennison also placed
some of the blame on the
financial situation in athletics.
''I'm not mak.ing
excuses. but we're not
fully funded in scholarships, as compared to
Ea~tcrn Illinois.'' Dennison said. "In the last six
yea!'ll. we've finished
first or second in the
men's competition. In
women's, we've lacked,
but that's because we
don't offer all the sports.
and we don't fully fund
women's sports. We're
striving to fully fund all
women's sports. and
when that happens. we'll
be in full contention for
that all·spons trophy
each year."
Acknowledging the
of the
domination
··power" sports of bas·
ketball and football,
Dennison also addressed
the spons that may be

esteemed on a smaller
scale.
"All the other sports
teams are tremendously
important," Dennison
said "What we want is
participation. Just like on
a college campus, you
have to be a well-rounded campus: you need
your marching band, you
need the pep band, you
need your journalism
clubs and marketing
clubs. It's all about student participation on our
campus."
As a result ofMSU's
dominance in OVC basketball, some fan~ continue to grumble that
MSU should tnke a step
forward and join a larger,
more legitimate conference. Dennison, however. said he also sees dis·
advantages in switching
conferences.
''There's two schools
of thought there." Dennison said. "I think the
OVC is a good conference, but if we went to a
larger conference, like
the Missouri Valley Con·
ference, we would probably have to increase our
athletic travel budget
$300.000 to $400,000 a
year because it involves
trips
to
Creighton
(Nebraska) or northern
Iowa, and there· s no way
to get there from here,
and you'd have to fly all
your teams.
"The OVC is considered a bus league in
(that) you don't have to
fly anywhere," Dennison
said. "To stay competi·
rive, you'd have to
increase your scholarship
budget by a huge amount
because you'd have to be
fully funded in all sports
because (other progr.uns)
are. So, it's a disadvantage there from an
expense standpoint. With
the deficit facing us ns
far as the state budget. I
don't see that happening
right now. We're siuing
there facing a budget cut,
so how can we justify
spending $300,000 more
to be in what we consid·
er a better conference
when I don't know how
much better the Missouri
Valley really is?''
As MSU continues to
strive, issues such as
Title IX, recruitment.
scholarships and academics will continue slid·
ing across Dennison's
desk. However, Dennison's uJtimate goal is
simple.
"J would either like to
win OVC championships
or, at least, be competitive." Dennison said.
"Our fans deserve it, our
contributors deserve it
and the school deserves.
We want to be the best
program that we cnn be,
but by doing things the
right way within the
parameters that arc set
for everyone.

ovc
Morehead Stillt•
Austin P<!cly
Tcmwsst't.! Tlx-h
Murr.l)' Statl'
Tcnncssec·Martm
Eastern Illinois
SEMO
Ea~Lcm Kentucky
Tennessee State

..

R-0
4-2
4·2
4-3
4-4
2-4
2-4
2-5

0-6

by Nick Batts
staff writer
The Murray State rifle team fell snort of
Ohio Valley Conference rival Tennessee Tech
last weekend by 22 points. finishing second at
its own Roger Withrow Invitational.
MSU finished 'the competition with an
aggregate score of 6157 of a possible 6400;
Tennes~ee Tech shot an aggregate 6 179 and
placed first of the 19 teams competing.
Individually. the Racers were led by junior
Morgan Hicks. who won the event with an
aggregate score of 1575 of a possible 1600.
Although MSU managed a second-place finish, Jlead Coach Diana Stone sajd the team
could have performed at a higher level.
"Honestly, we are a little disappointed,"
Stone said, "We won it last year, bUl we just
didn't perform as well ac; we should have

1600.
Hicks led both competitions en route to her
overall win. She fired an 1181 in small bore,
placing first in that event. and tied for first
with Abhiveet Konduskar of Ohio State with a
394 in air rifle. Stone said Hicks' score was an
important milestone.
''To get 1180 was a good day for her," Stone
said. "She's been around 1180 all year and has
been falling just short. For her to finally get it
was good for her."
Hicks said she was pleased with her perfor·
mance. as well as that of the team .
"This v.:as a big boos~ of confidence for me.
I've put in a lot of work, and I feel like it is.

After dropping two backto-bad: horne Ohio Valley
Conference games for the
first time since the 1987-88
season. the Murray State
Racers (I 1-7, 4-3 OVC)
bounced back with two-consecutive conference victories
of rheir own.
Monday's 93-75 win at
Tennessee State featured
senior center James Singleton
and a record-tying performance.
Ry.1n Brooks/Thl• New5

Murray State senior cen~
tcr James Singleton had
17 points and 10 rebounds
in Saturday's 92-80 win
over EKU.

Overall
13-5
11-6

Jan. 29
Morris lirown@ E.lstl'rn K(•ntucky, 6:30 p.m.

11-8

Jan. 30
Austin l'c.1y@ Morehead Stale, 6 p.m.
Tcnm."SSC\.' State@ SEMO, 7 p.m.
TcnncsSt•e Tech@ Eastl'rn Illinois, 7:10p.m.

7-11
7-11
7·10
2-15

today.''
Murray State finished second in the smallbore competition with a total score of 4624 of
a possible 4800 and fifth in the air-rifle competition with a score of 1533 of a possible

staff report

Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Basketball Schedule

11-8

OVC-Ieader Eastern Kentucky, as
well as Morchend.
"Martin is corning off a phenomenal year last year,'' Fields said.
"They've got 10 be all psyched up
and ~xcitcd about their recent wins,
ju~t like we are.''
The game will begin at 5 p.m Saturday in the Regional Special
Events Center.

paying off," Hicks said. "(As a team) we didn't shoot our best, but to finish second out of
that many schools is quite an accomplishment."
Sophomore Robert Purdy joined Hicks in the
top 10 with an aggregate score of 1552, finishing sixth in the competition. Purdy finished
tied for sixth in small bore with a score of 1161
and took tifth in air rine with 391.
Freshman Alex Culbertson shot an aggregate
score of 1515. good for :1 23rd-place finish
overall. Culbertson wus joined by sophomore
Mike Gardner. who shot a 1142 in small bore,
and junior Beth House, who fired a 373 in air
rifle.
The rifle team returns to uction at 8 a.m. Saturday against West Virginia at the Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range in Roy Stewart Stadium MSU
also will host the NCAA Sectionals on Feb. 79.

Racers beat TSU 93-75 for s&ond-straight win

State Nt!l\'S. "

11-7

in the OVC.
"We've been doing really good,"
Park said. "Mentally. we're in pan
of the game, then we lose focus. anJ
the other team is able to push past
us."
The Racers will next face a
strong Tennessee-Martin team.
Martin currently has a conference
record of 4-3 and recently defeated

Tech outshoots rifle at Withrow

Chris lung is sport.\
editor for "The Murray

Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Basketball Standings

Ryan Brooks/The News

Murray State senior Beth Schnakenberg squeezes past two
Morehead defenders during Monday•s 81-58 victory at the
RSEC. Schnakenberg led MSU with 23.

Feb. I

Tenne:;see-Martin fll Murrcty State, 7 p.m.
Tennessre Tech@ SEMO, 7:30p.m.

Singleton became the first
Racer since junior forward
Cuthbert Victor to have u perfect 10-for 10 from the field
for a career-high 28 points.
Singleton grabbed a gamehigh 14 rebounds, and
brought home his fourth double-double. the lOth nf his
MSU career.
The Racers' win was
helped <tlong by junior guard
Rick Jones. who shut 6-o1:.14
from the .3-point line nnd
managed a total 20 points.
Victor scored 17 points of his
own to complement eight
rebounds. MSU's leading
scorer, junior guard Chris
Shumate, linished with 13
points and seven assists, and
sophomore guard Mark Bor~
ders dished out a career-high
nine assists in his third career

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Basketball Standings
ovc
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO
Tennessee-Martin
!\forehead Stale
Tennessee Tt-ch
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Tennl'!>See State

13-3

14-5

(}.6

A 3-point play by Victor
and a layup by Jones sparked
a 14·4 Racer run and eventually scaled the gam~:. For Lhe
game. MSU shot 47.8 percent
(29-of-60> from the field,
tncluding 36 percent (9·of25) from the 3-point line and
82 percent ( 18-of-22) from
the free-throw line.
The Rucers next take the
court at 7:30 p.m. Saturday
agamst Tennessee-Martin in
the Regional Special Events
Center.

Overall

6-1
4-2

2-4
1-5

gnrne.

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Basketball Schedule

6-0

4-3
4-4
2-4

start.
Leading by seven at halftime. MSU eventually pushed
the lead to 69-49 with 12:52
remaining in the contest. A
furious TSU run, howe\'er,
cut the Racer lead to only
eight with 3:14 left in the

10-6

7-11
11-8

7-10
3-14

5-12
2-14

Jan.30

SEMO@ Eastern Illinois, 5:15p.m.
Tcmll'5Sl'("-Martin ,~Austin Pcay, 7 p.m.
Feb.l

Austin Pl~ay@ Eastern Kentucky, 4:30p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Murray State, 5 p.m.
Tenne::.sce Stall! €1 Eastern IIHnoi!>, 5:15p.m.
TennC'Sscc Tech@ SEMO, 5:.10 p.m.

sports )Jrietly
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Singleton ties
school record

The Murray State rifle team opened its spring season
with thrt..>e tough matches in its first week. On Jan. 19,
we traveled to Cookeville, Tenn., to compete in the
Newkirk Invitational. We placed second at that invitational, behind host Tennessee Tech.
On jan. 23, we traveled to the University of TE:'nnessee-Martin to compete in the Ohio Valley Conference Championship. TNs was the first year ever thnt
MSU did not walk away with an OVC trophy; we took
second to Tennessee Tech.
On Jan. 24, we hosted our own Roger Withrow Invitational. The competition lasted three days, and 130
athletes competed. For the third time in a week, we
took another second-place finish behind Tennessee
Tech. I do not know what is worse, losing the OVC
Championship for the first time or being beaten by the
same team three times· in one week
On a more positive note, junior Morgan I Hcks was
named Most Valuable Player for both small bore and
air rifle at the OVC Championships. Sophomore Robert
Purdy was named All Conference in air rifle. At our
home invitational, Hicks placed first in both guns
again. We had a good showing in small bore, although
we fell short in air rifle. Taking second in three matches is still good; it is just not as good as we had hoped.
We have this weekend off from competition but will
host the NCAA qualifiers Feb. 8-9. This one match will
determine which eight teams, in both guns, will go to
the NCAA National Championship in March; Army
will host this year's event in West Point, N.Y. MSU is
one of only two teams that has made it to the National
Championships every year. We do not plan for this
year to be any different.
This past week has made us realize that we cannot
take anything for granted, and we're going to have to
step it up next week to prepare for the NCAA qualifiers. As always, MSU rifle is ready for the challenge.
We would like to thank you all for your continued
support of the rifle team; it is much appreciated!

MSU' s senior center
james Singleton ti~d a
school record and
rct~ched a career-high
Monday night as the
men's basketball team
defeated
Tennessee
State 93-75.
The Chicago native
scored 28 points and
was 10-for-10 from the
field at TSU's Gentry
Center, tying teammate
Cuthbert Victor for
Murray State's singlegame field-goal-per~
centage record.
Singleton managed
14 rebounds, three
assis ts and a block
against
Tennessee
State. He leads the
team in scoring with an
average of 1 ~.6 points
per game and averages
10.4 rebounds per
game. Singleton's previous career h igh was
25 points . The senior
was given Ohio Valley
Conference honors in
the preseason when he
was named First Team
All-OVC.

Sanders earns
NCAA honors
On Jan. 20, MSU
junior
linebacker
Bobby Sanders was
announced as one of 43
football players selected for the NC AA Divis ion I-AA Academic
All-Star Team. Sanders
was chosen from 115
nominees in the fifthannual event.
To be eligible for the
honor, nominees must
have a minimum CPA
of 3.2 on a 4.0 sea lc and
have significant athletic importance on the
team, in addition to
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other credentials.
Sanders joined players from OVC-rival
Morehead State, as
well as Western .Kentucky.

OVC Action
Men's Scores

.llln• .23
Austll. Peay 87
Eastern Illinois 80

Track and field
compete at ASU

Morehead State 83
Murray State 76

The men's a nd women's
track-and-field
teams competed in the
Arkansas State U niversity Invitational last
weekend in jonesboro,

Ark.
The event did not
give team scores o r
ranks.
The men 's team was
led by sophomore distance runner T im
Bradley, who finished
second in the 5,000meter run with a time
of 15 minutes, 56.7 sec~
onds.
Sophomore Brandon
Lancaster fini shed in
third p lace with a time
of 15:57.45.
Junior Brian Knippen
led MSU in field events
with a fourth-place fin~
ish in shot put. His distance was 53 feet, 1
inch.
T he women' s team
was led by sophomore
thrower Jamie Nurnberger, who finished
sixth in the 20-pou nd
weight throw with a
distance of 49~11 1/ 2.
The teams will next
compete Feb. 14-15 at
the Southern Illinois
U niversity Saluki USA
Open in Carbondale,
Ill.

MSU men defeat
Eastern 92-80
The men' s basketball
team defeated Eastern
Kentucky 92-80 Saturday night at the
Regiona l
Special

Monis Brown 73
Tennessee State 68

Tennessee-Martin 85
Eastern Kentucky 75

J•n. 25
Austill Peay 62
Southost Missouri 58

Morehead State 83
Tennessee-Martin 60

Easteni 1Wnois 80
Aurora 72

Tennessee Tech 91
Tennessee State 65
Murray State 92
Eastern Kentucky 80

Women's Scores

Ryan Brooks/The

.llln. 20
Morehead State 79
Tennessee State 72

New.~

Mur r ay State Coach Tevester Anderson looks on as the Ra cers defeat
Eastern Kentucky 92-80. MSU has now won two-consecutive con ference
games a nd is 4-3 in O hio Valley Conference play heading into Saturday's
matchup with UT·Martin. Tipoff is scheduled for 7 p.m. at the RSEC.

Austin Peay '65
Tennessee Tech 54

Events Center.
junio r forward Cuthbert Victor led the team
with 22 points and 12
rebounds. Senior center james Single ton
also had a double-dou ble with 17 points and
10 rebounds. It was
Singleton's ninth d ou ble-double of the season.
The victory ended
Murray State'$ twogame home losing
streak.

Eastern Illinois S2
Murray State 47
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The Racers will host
Tennessee-Martin at 7
p .m . in the RSEC.

MSU women lose
at home to EKU
Eas tern
Kentucky
defeated the MSU
w o men's
bas ketball
team 69-60 Saturday .
EKU is currently leading theOVC.
Freshman Lindsay
Cornn led the Racers
with a career-high 17
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Southeast Missouri 70
Tennessee-Martin 49

points and team-high
three steals. Senior forward Beth Schnakenberg contributed 15
points
and
six
·rebounds, and sophomore guard Brittany
Park added 12 points.
Murray State will
host Tennessee-Martin
(4-3) at 5 p.m. Saturday

h n.25
Tennessee-Martin 83
Morehead State 77
Austin Peay 58
Southeast Missouri 45
Eastern Kentucky 69
Murray State 60

Sports Briefly is compiled
by assistant sports editor
Ama11da Lee.
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Pella unveils new technology
by Melissa Kilcoyne

because of its innovative tive·layer
composition. Pella lmpervia has two
interlocking mats between a structur.ll core, a.' well as heat-set resin
and a bakl'd-on finish.
"Impcrvia is made with Ouraca.,t,
the :>trongest. most durable material
available in windows and doors,"
Putt. said. "lt meets the needs of the
market."
Putz said the new product will be
availahle in the- summer of 2003 anti
that Pella plans on staying in Murray
while expanding to other areas in the
future.
·
"We think the possibilitic.'i arc
endbs with this product,'' Putzsaid.
" We are very excited to expand the
new technology."
Mitchell said he expects Pella to
have a very positive impact on Mur-

staff writer
The Pella Corpomtion introducl'd
its "latest technological breakthrough," Pella hnpervia, ul a presentation Tuesday at MwTay State's
Regional Special Events Center. The
Pella, Iowa. window <llld dlx)r manufacturer will c:.tablish the headquarters of its new line in Mum•y.
"Pella's Advanced Materials
Division is pleased to eMahlish its
headquarters in our state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility in Murrny,''
John Mitchell, president and chief
operating officer of Pell a' s
Advanced Matenals Division, said.
Duane Pull., director of sales and
marketing, said Pella lmpervia
meets the desires or businesses :Uld
consufO('rs in the south and west,
where the product will first be distributed.
Putz said Pella lmpcrvia i~ constructed of libcrglas.s, but ~trungcr
and more climate: friendly than regular fiberglass d{)(lrs aud window~

ray.
'1llere is a huge oppo11unity out
there from a marketing standpoint."
Mitchell said. "We could not be
more pleased with the work force
we're finding here."
John Williams, executive vice-

11-

Demand for off-campus housing
brings Palisades; completion by fall2004i~

president of Murray-Callaway
County Chamber of Commerce said
Pella will provide good paying jobs
with many benefits and ranks among
the top companie1> in the U.S.
"The most important thing 1s,
Pella is a company that has a good
reputation. Also, Pella is replacing
many of those jobs that were lost
when Mattei moved out," Williams
said.
Mitchell said Pella plans to hire a
total of 5<X) factory employees, in
addition to professional positions.
So far, Pella has hired I 15 workers
and plans to make Murray its center
for technological development.
Kathy Kra!Ka Harkema, corporate
public-rclatjons spcciali!>t, said Pella
ultimately chose Murrny because of
its location. work force and educational opportunities.
Mitchell agreed.
"We sec it as a tremendous
growth opportunity," Mitchell said,
"We're very, very proud to call Murmy, Kentucky, home to Pella....
Pella is here to stay."

..:,
~~

by jennie Rippe rda
contrihuting writer
As Murray State's s tudent
enrollment continues to climb, so
does the demand for off-~ampus
living facilities.
Last Octoher, The Educational
Development Company of America. a student-housing company.
proposed to meet that demand by
building new apartment buildings
similar to those at Murray Place.
"Last (Tuesday), the planning
commission gave final approvnl,"
Mark Sallin, city planner, said.
EDCA has built off-campus
housing for students at Ohio University, University of Louisiana
and Middle Tennessee State University.
Sallin ~aid the new studenthousing facilities, tentatively
named Palisades. will be located
on 19.5 acres west of Stadium

View Drive and south of Diuguid
Drive.
"The new buildings will be very
similar to Murray Plnce ...but much
more secluded.'' Sail in said.
Sallin said some of the trees on
the lot will be cleared. but most
will be kept in order to limit
noise.

"The new buildings will be
very similar to Murray
Place. but much more
secluded.''
Mark Sallin
Murray City Planner
Matthew Marshall, execut ive
vice president of the EDCA, said
the new complex will have nine
apanment buildings: three build-

ings will be two-bedroom uni~
and six will be three-bedrootii;
units.
Marshall also said the apan-:
ments wi ll feature a variety C>~
attractions for prospective resi-"'
dents.
"(The new apartments' clubhouse) will have game rooms.
computer lab and a fitness facility," Marshall said.
Jessica Harrison. director of
public relations for Place Properties, said the new apartments will
provide competition for the older
Murray Place apartments. Place
Properties opened Murray Place
for occupation in fall 2000.
Murray Place has 408 rooms, but
is not currently filled to capacity.
Marshall said the EDCA will
decide on rates and a date for
beginning construction by May.
Constn,~ct ion should be completed
by fa ll 2004.
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All You Can Eat .Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream
OPEN DAILY
• Mon. - Thur.: 10:311 o.m.- t O p.m.
• •·rl. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- J0:30 p.m.
• Sun.: 10::\11 a.m. - 9:30p.m.

·-----·
10% Off
I
I

: "itb MSU
I
Student ID
I

._____ ..

600 N 121h St (Nc_xt door 10 Taco John's)
Ccnt111l Shopping Ccntcr • Murray
~~ " '
~
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Tanning & Storage Aentol
betnq made from the paper.

10% discount off tanninli! Packali!es
and lotions with MSU l.O.

Hoc.Jrs

Mon. -Thurs.

8

812 Whltnell Drive
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Dear Legislator:
As a student at Murray State University, the proposed budget cut
to our state's education system troubles me deeply. Being a product
of Kentucky's public education system , I feel Kentucky has invested too
much into my success to give up now. I am afraid I simply cannot
accept a reduction in the quality of my education . Less state fu nding
will translate into larger class sizes, fewer full-time professors, and
limited access to facilities crucial to~he learning process for all
students. Even now, I strugg le with tuition , and any budget cut will
ultimately result in a double-digit increase. This is a burden my family
and many others like mine will not be able to bear.
Higher education is currently under-funded by $146 million a year
throughout the state, $8 mill ion at Murray State alone . As you can see ,
to further reduce state appropriations for Kentucky students wou ld not
only suppress educational opport unities, but for many, it would
eliminate them.
Education is a long-term investment in my future and the future
of Kentucky. It will help raise economic indicators, bringing more
knowledge-based businesses to our Commonwealth , thus generating
additional revenues. Every dollar invested into my education provides a
12% rate of return into our economy. Our Constitution states that
higher educat ion is the top priority when it comes to funding state
programs. Murray State University currently has great educational
opportunities, but these are now in jeopardy because of poor fiscal
planning.
So I ask you , can the state of Kentucky allow this to happen?
You are placed in a position of leadership and power. Young
Kentuckians look to you to safeguard our futures . I truly hope you will
fight relentlessly on ou r behalf. Thank you for your time .
Respectfully yours,
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Are you Willi~ ng to LOSE.~.
* Scholarships?
* Studen,t worker p~ositions?
• Campus activities?
* Full-time. professors?
* Small class sizes?

What you can do about it...
1. Cut out this letter.
2. Sign your name and
county to this letter
(out-of-state students,
use local address)

3. Drop it off at an
information table on the:
2nd Floor Curris Center
2nd Floor Business Bldg.
1st Floor Faculty Hall

